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A BOOK OF RECIPES Emmy Ayad, ingredient 
expert

(I’m personally of the belief that everyone can cook, all you need is a good recipe.  But, it can be 
difficult to find the right one.  So many websites, books, and pushy old ladies offering up their fami-
ly-famous jam cookies.  I wouldn’t blame you for giving up completely.  So, here I am, giving you a 

taste of my book of recipes.  They have been a heavily sought-after secret for decades.  And I give you 
full permission to use them.  Now you can see how your favorite items are made.  Use them well, use 

them wisely, use them sparingly)

A Denison Student
Preheat oven to 420

1 slightly pretentious music taste

5 tablespoons of self-centricism

3 1/2 cups of tendencies of passionate, pointless 

rants

2 HEAPING shots of vodka

2 Glassy eyes (Vacant Stare brand is best)

Zest with twenty-dollar-bill shavings

Garnish with a tote bag and cuffed jeans

A Functioning Fraternity 
An iPhone with “Closing Time” queued

4 heaping cups of beige khakis

A dozen bottles of water

1 1/2 popsicles - broken apart

Stir constantly

Several burnt-out lightbulbs

4 whole Solo cups

Drizzle with Natural Light

Pop it in the microwave and serve

A Denison Campus Road
1 tablespoon of asphalt

2 tablespoons of concrete

A pinch of salt

Mash carefuly, leave no parts undisturbed

Pre-add your flattened beverage cans

In a seperate bowl, combine any leaves or acorns 

you have on hand

Wisk to combine

Serve lumpy

A Bullsheet Article
Wisk 2 eggs

A light dusting of words to the page - no need to 

overdo it

Mix in a list of the Staff Members if it turns out 

too dry

A dash of Carter Seipel wit

2-3 cups of uniquely organized images

Be sure to publish every day (did you know we 

publish every day?)

Add an optional color photo on the side

Serve cold



Staff “Five Letter Words” Box

Claire “Punch” Anderson, Managing Editor
Emmy “Spore” Ayad, Junior Editor

Caroline “Guilt” Lopez, Junior Editor
Selah “Selan” Griffin Junior Editor

Mick “Rugby” Smith, Head Writer
Lauren “Cabin” Ehlers, Senior Writer

Ella “Grass” Buzas, Junior Writer
Griffin “Tampa” Conley, Junior Writer

Caroline “Sorry” Concannon, Junior Writer
Micah “Gmail” Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Junior Writer

Brin “Lobby” Glass, Junior Writer
Carter “Panic” Seipel, Sophomore Writer

CAROLINE’S RESPONSE
Caroline Concannon, wronged

Brings a 
tear to my 
eye

To my namesake,

I made a severe and continuous lapse in my judgment and I don’t expect to be forgiven. I read your 
heartfelt apology and realized the gravity of my actions. I should have told you sooner. You shouldn’t 
have ever been in the position where you had to ruin a celebration of sock reunion with apologizing to 
the girl who according to every person on the Hoaglin Wellness Center medical staff “should be wear-
ing a diaper 24/7”. How did everything get so wrong? We both just got so caught up in our own little 
Bullsheet worlds. Yours–writing Emmy’s name instead of mine every week, and mine–checking every 
morning and laughing every week you didn’t catch that I was the one delivering. I don’t say this to 
make you feel bad. Come on, you know us. We’re not like that. My point is that I could have and should 
have told you that you’ve been giving Emmy credit for delivering in order to save you from what we 
both fear the most: Griffin’s wrath. He knows how to hit you where it hurts. He can formulate an argu-
ment and weaponize it. Model UN didn’t raise no bitch. Real Housewives is not a positive influence for 
him. All this is to say that there’s been too much hurt going around, and I think we both can agree that 
its time to heal. So, what do you say? Carolines against Griffin? 

Yours,
 The even more sorry Caroline

Jk we love you Griffin <3. Please don’t leave me lover.

DIY WORDLE Ella Buzas, Wordsmith

Play with your friends! You all know the rules!


